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Abstract

Background: COVID outbreak has escalated the burden of psychological distress and developing countries
are struggling to manage cases and prevent deaths. To create a holistic approach its necessary to understand
the psychological status during pandemic. Hence a study was conducted to evaluate psychological status
of adults during COVID pandemic and to assess the relationship between psychological status and sociodemographic factors.
Methods: Cross sectional study design and snow ball sampling technique was employed. The study was
conducted on 647 adults using online based questionnaire distributed through the social media application and
Email between April 2021 and june 2021. The Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) and Generalized Anxiety
Disorder-7 (GAD-7) were used to assess depression and anxiety respectively along with Socio-demographic
details and COVID-19 status.
Results: 64.60% belonged to age group 18-24 years, 55.17% were females, 72% of them were unmarried
and 61.8% were not working. Mean scores of PHQ-9 were 7.42±6.01 and GAD-7 was 5.78±5.23. There was
a significant positive correlation between PHQ-9 and GAD-7 scores. 13.44% of participants reported severe
depression category and 6.64% reported severe anxiety. Significant higher grades of severe depression and
anxiety was found among Age <25 years and who studied up to graduate compared to their counter parts
(p<0.05).
Conclusion: Prevalence of anxiety and depression are high among general population during COVID pandemic.
The psychological impact of COVID-19 on general population should be recognized as a public health priority by
health care providers and policy makers who should urgently adopt strategies for a holistic approach in COVID
pandemic.
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Introduction
It’s been more than a year since the COVID-19
pandemic began in India and has affected the
livelihood of people in terms of morbidity, mortality
and quality of life. Globally as of January 2022, World
health Organization (WHO) has reported 290 million
confirmed cases of COVID-19, including 5.45 million
deaths[1].
India is currently experiencing third wave following a
disastrous second wave in first half of 2021, where
the number of cases and deaths were three times
that of the first wave. There is a rapid increase in the
number of cases due to COVID in the world and in

India[2]. Country faced a huge insufficiency of health
care facilities in terms of hospital beds, oxygen supply,
ICU and ventilator care. Although the lockdown norms
are relaxed after second wave, with the emergence
of third wave all states have begun to imposed strict
lockdown again which has a huge toll on social
life. Though several vaccines have been approved
in several countries and 63.5% of the adult Indian
population is vaccinated with 2 doses of vaccine,
there is still fear of re-infection. Indian government has
suggested for a booster dose of vaccine considering
waning of antibody titre and impending third wave.
The spread of mutated virus in various parts of the
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world has added much more burden to the currently
existing problem[3]. Preventive measures like wearing
masks, social distancing guidelines, hand hygiene
and partial lockdowns still remain mainstay of COVID
control.
Mental health is essential for the overall wellness of
the person has disrupted[4,5]. All these factors have
led to disturbances in the physical and psychological
wellbeing of the individuals. It has led to substantial
economic costs, societal disruption, anxiety, fear,
depressive symptoms, sense of loneliness, sleep
disturbances, anger, among people. Lockdowns, seal
downs and quarantines imposed to contain COVID
-19 spread, anxiety provoking information provided
by media has led to fear and anxiety in the society[6].
Reactions to pandemic may differ from simple stress
to collective hysteria to feeling of hopelessness and
desperation sometimes associated with dreadful
outcomes like suicidal behaviour[7]. Elevated anxiety
can impact even on health seeking behaviour which
is key in COVID-19 care and prevention[8].
Deranged mental status can result in incorrect
decision making and ignorance towards self care
practices which can in turn lead to increased disease
spread. Currently majority of the research is focusing
on the COVID-19 virus, its transmission, treatment and
prevention rather than the effect it is bearing on the
health of the individual especially the mental status.
Studies done among health care workers working
during COVID have shown that they suffer with
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, depression, anxiety,
and burnout while managing[9]. Studies have shown
that COVID-19 pandemic resulted in an increased
amount of depression, anxiety and stress in the
general population in India and other countries[10,11,12].
According to centre for disease control and prevention,
various people respond differently to COVID related
stress. The financial status, family support, loss of
near ones to COVID, substance abuse plays a role in
reaction to the COVID-19 pandemic[13].
A systematic review and meta-analysis of 19 studies
on prevalence of depression, anxiety and stress in
china during COVID-19 pandemic has shown that
stress was the most prevalent (48.1%) mental health
consequence of COVID-19 pandemic, followed
by depression (26.9%) and anxiety (21.8%)[14]. A
similar review done on general population showed a
prevalence of stress to be 29.6%, anxiety 31.9% and
depression 33.7%[15]. Another systematic review done
on general population including 68 studies from 19
countries showed the prevalence of anxiety to be 33%
and depression to be 30%[16]. A systematic review and
meta-analysis on health care workers of 93 studies
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reported an overall prevalence of stress to be 43%,
anxiety to be 37% and Depression to be 35%[17].
Health pandemics mobilize all resources of local
and national health care systems in an effort to
manage those infected and prevent the spread of the
disease. Few health care systems acknowledge the
significance of mental health intervention as a key
pillar in effective disease management[14]. At present
there is dearth in studies based on psychological
impact of COVID-19 in developing countries like
India. There is a need to undertake studies on this
context so that understanding the disease in terms
of mental/psychological impact will further open
the door to varied aspects of the disease that might
have to be brought to the forefront. Hence this study
was conducted to evaluate the mental/psychological
status of adults during COVID-19 pandemic and also to
assess their relationship with the socio-demographic
factors and COVID-19 status.
Material and Methods:
Study design and Participants
A cross sectional study design was adapted to study
the psychological impact of COVID-19 on the general
population. The data collection period was three
months period April and June 2021. Adults equal to
above the age of 18 years were included in the study.
Subjects who provided informed consent, who could
read and write English, who could use technology
like Whatsapp or emails were included in the study.
Subjects who did not respond even after 3 reminders
in 45 days were excluded from the study.
Sample size estimation:
To calculate a known prevalence of anxiety among
general population of 28.8%[10] at 99% confidence
levels with 5% precision, 544 adults have to be
studied. Considering a non-response rate of 10%,
a final sample size of 598 was arrived. However we
received responses from 647 participants who were
included for analysis.
Sampling procedure:
An online survey questionnaire was prepared using
Google forms. Questionnaire was validated for its
content and understanding. This was pilot tested and
suitable corrections were made. Criteria validation
of the questionnaire was done by pilot testing of the
questionnaire. Chronbach,s alpha was calculated for
individual questions, the ones with value >0.77 was
used in the final questionnaire.
Snowball sampling technique was employed to collect
the required sample. The survey was posted online
to friends, relatives, students, colleagues via social
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media platforms (Face book and Whatsapp) and
through Email and requested participants to share
further to facilitate snowball sampling. Participants
were informed of the purpose, risks, and benefits
of the survey, were told they could withdraw from
the survey at any time, for any reason, and provided
electronic informed consent.
Measures:
A Pre-designed, pre tested and semi structured
questionnaire included two sections, namely
demographic aspects (7 questions) psychological
impact assessment scales PHQ-9 (9 questions) and
GAD-7 (7 questions).
PHQ-9 Depression severity is calculated by assigning
scores of 0, 1, 2, and 3, to the response categories
of “not at all”, “several days”, “more than half the
days” and “nearly every day” respectively. PHQ-9 total
score for the nine items ranges from 0 to 27. Scores
of 5, 10, 15, and 20 represent cut points for mild,
moderate, moderately severe and severe depression,
respectively[15]. Vijaya K Gothwalet al study validates
the use of PHQ-9 scoring in South India[16].
GAD-7 Anxiety severity is calculated by assigning
scores of 0, 1, 2, and 3, to the response categories of
“not at all”, “several days”, “more than half the days”
and “nearly every day” respectively. GAD-7 total score
for the seven items ranges from 0 to 21. Scores of 5,
10, and 15 represent cut points for mild, moderate,
and severe anxiety, respectively[17]. Bernd Lowe et al
study depicts that GAD-7 scoring is valid in general
population.
Ethical consideration
Permission from the Institutional Ethical Committee
was obtained. Online informed consent was obtained
from the participants. Only the ones who consented
were taken further in answering the questions.
(Ehical clearance letter no.532/L/11/12/Ethics/
ESICMC & PGIMSR/Estt.Vol.IV dated 2/12/2020)
Statistical analysis
Data was analysed in Epi info-08 software. Descriptive
statistics were conducted for the socio demographic
variables, psychological impact assessment scales
PHQ-9 and GAD-7. Difference between two proportions
was calculated using two tailed chi square test with a
significant level of p<0.01.
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Results:
Table 1: Socio demographic characteristics of
participants
Characteristics
Age (years)
18-24
25-44
45-59
≥ 60
Gender
Male
Female
Highest
High school
education
PU and Diploma
attained
Graduate
Professional
Occupation
Administrative
Clerical
Engineer
Doctor
Teacher
Business
Not working
Marital status
Married
Separated
Unmarried
Religion
Hindu
Muslim
Christian
Others

N(%)
418 (64.60)
159 (24.57)
62 (9.58)
8 (1.23)
290 (44.82)
357 (55.18)
15 (2.31)
328 (50.7)
172 (26.58)
132 (20.40)
19 (2.93)
52 (8.03)
45 (6.95)
59 (9.11)
45 (6.95)
27 (4.17)
400 (61.82)
181 (27.97)
3 (0.46)
463 (71.56)
563 (87.01)
40 (6.18)
23 (3.55)
21 (3.24)

Table 1 shows the Sociodemographic characters
of the study population. In the present study, 418
(64.60%) belonged to age group 18-24 years. A
total of 357 (55.18%) participants were females.
304 (46.98) study subjects fell into the category of
Professional and Graduates. A larger number of 400
(61.82%) subjects were not working/unemployed/
students which comply with the majority of unmarried
participants (71.56%). There were 118 (18.2%)
primary contacts of COVID-19. 175 (27%) members
were tested for COVID-19 out of which 33 (5.1%)
tested positive.
Table 2: Distribution of participants based on PHQ-9
scores
Depression score
Minimum Depression (0-4)
Mild Depression (5-9)
Moderate Depression (10-14)
Moderately Severe Depression (15-19)
Severe Depression (20-27)

N (%)
239 (36.93)
214 (33.07)
107 (16.53)
62 (9.58)
25 (3.86)
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Table 3: Distribution of study subjects based on
GAD-7 scores
Anxiety score
Minimum Anxiety (0-4)
Mild Anxiety (5-9)
Moderate Anxiety (10-14)
Severe Anxiety (15-21)

N (%)
309 (47.75)
195 (30.13)
100 (15.45)
43 (6.64)

Table 2 and 3 shows distribution of participants
based on PHQ-9 and GAD-7 scores respectively.
Mean scores of PHQ-9 was 7.42±6.01 and GAD7 was 5.78±5.23. There was a significant positive
correlation between PHQ-9 and GAD-7 scores. Out of
647 study subjects, 239 (36.93%) were found to have
minimum depression whereas 13.44% showed severe
depression. In the study, 309 (47.75%) participants
and 43 (6.64%) participants showed minimum anxiety
and severe anxiety respectively.
Table 4: Association of select socio demographic
factors with depression and anxiety
Characteristics

Depression
present
N (%)

Anxiety
present
N (%)

<25 years
120 (28.70) 81 (19.37)*
≥ 25 years
74 (32.31)
62 (27.07)
Male
80 (27.58)
66 (22.75)
Gender
Female
114 (31.93) 77 (21.56)
Less than
90
123 (35.86)*
graduate
(26.23)*
Education
Graduate
71 (23.35)
53 (17.43)
Not working 68 (27.53)
51 (20.64)
Occupation
Working
126 (31.5)
92 (23)
Married
61
(33.70)
49
(27.07)
Marital
status
Unmarried
133 (28.54) 94 (20.17)
113
No
158 (29.86)
Primary
(21.36)
contact
Yes
36 (30.50)
30 (25.42)
100
145 (30.72)
COVID Test No
(21.18)
performed
Yes
49 (28)
43 (24.57)
Age

COVID Test
results

Negative

39 (27.46)

33 (23.24)

Positive

10 (30.30)

10 (39.3)

*(statistically significant p <0.01)
Table 4 shows Association of select socio
demographic factors with moderate to severe
depression and anxiety. Prevalence of severe anxiety
was significantly higher among people aged 25 years
and above (27.07%) as compared to people aged
below 25 years (19.37%). Study participants with
educational level less than graduate had significantly
42
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high levels of severe depression (35.86% Vs 23.35%)
and severe anxiety (26.23% Vs 17.43%) compared to
those with education less than that of a graduate.
Discussion:
COVID-19 pandemic has led to uncertain
developments in people’s lives. It has not only harmed
the physical health, but also the mental health of the
vast majority of the population. As this pandemic
continues to increase psychological issues such as
fear, stress, anxiety, and so on among the people have
become ubiquitous. Higher prevalence of depression
and anxiety in our study has upheld the psychological
impact on COVID on general public.
In our study moderate to severe depression symptoms
were reported among 29.9% and moderate to severe
anxiety symptoms among 22.0%. A study conducted
in China during COVID-19 pandemic reports 16.5%
reported moderate to severe depressive symptoms
which is lesser compared to our study; 28.8% reported
moderate to severe anxiety symptoms which is
slightly higher than that of our study[10]. Another study
conducted in the USA, reported that the depression
symptom prevalence was more than 3-fold higher
during the COVID-19 pandemic than before[18]. A
study done in Denmark reports psychological wellbeing of the general Danish population being affected
negatively by the COVID-19 pandemic - and females
impacted more compared to males[19]. A study by Roy
et al[20] evaluates the similar psychological impact of
COVID-19 by online questionnaire in various regions
of India and reported increased depression and
anxiety levels which are in coherence with our results.
In a study conducted in New Delhi by Varshney M et
al[11] reported that one third of the participants had
significant psychological impact and also inferred
that the higher the age group, the lesser the mental
impact of COVID-19. Similarly, our study also found
that severe depression was found in the majority in the
age group <25 years and as age increased depression
symptoms were less reported. A study in Cyprus[21]
shows that education was positively associated with
depression and anxiety which is in line with our study.
Naser et al conducted a study[22] on university students
and health care professionals depicted that there is
a lower tendency to develop depression and mental
health issues among married individuals. Similarly in
our study severe mental health issues (depression
and anxiety) were found among unmarried
individuals. Around 20% and 29% of the unmarried
and married reported anxiety and depression issues
respectively in our study. A study by IouliaSolomou
and FofiConstantinidou[23] showed women have higher
anxiety and depressive trends compared to men.
Medica Innovatica
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This is in accordance with our study which depicts
that depression and anxiety levels are seen more
in women than in men. Another study conducted in
Saudi Arabia[24], shows a similar connection between
anxiety levels and female sex.
The pandemic is expected to prevail for a longer
duration than expected. The lockdowns, quarantine,
isolation delay the harmony in society. There is lack
of social support during this pandemic, especially
when all members of family are affected unlike other
diseases. Overlapping of psychological problems
have become common with the pandemic and
delivery of psychological intervention has become
extremely difficult warranting better policy for
capacity building[25]. The various innovative modes
of emotional support and social security need to be
implemented by Health institutions.
It is not just the quarantine and self‐isolation which
has a negative impact on one’s mental health. Various
social factors like separation from loved ones, loss of
freedom, boredom and uncertainty can also lead to
deterioration in an individual’s mental health status[26].
Added to this disease burden, financial debts and
loss of near ones to the Pandemic may have lead to
increase in anxiety and depression among population.
Limitations: The study focussed on the sample
data of 647 who fit the criteria of being able to read
and write. The results may vary among the illiterate
population category. The study used online platforms
to collect data. Therefore, the study results cannot be
generalised and we recommend an offline study to
assess the psychological impact on other groups.
Conclusion: The study emphasizes the evident
high levels of depression and anxiety levels in the
participants. It is only logical to focus on simple and
efficient methods to battle these problems. Initiating
community-based strategies to support resilience of
general population and psychologically vulnerable
individuals during the COVID-19 crisis is fundamental
managing psychological impact in community.
Tele-consultation should be prioritized for the
treatment of psychological ailments. Principally, the
pandemic demands a holistic approach towards its
management. Hence, preparedness helps in better
management and lesser disease burden. The only key
to face this challenge is to create better awareness
among the people. Some simple steps like better call
centre services for the rising mental health support,
timely psychological intervention is utmost valuable
in the present scenario.
Conclusively, this cross-sectional study provides a
direct correlation between COVID-19 and increased
demand for psychiatric support. Training the faculty
Medica Innovatica

to provide mental support to them is needed. The
emphasis should be provided to people suffering
from COVID-19 and their families to cope up with
the situation. Behavioural change communication,
special attention to the emotional wellbeing of the
individual, can bring a positive impact to maintain the
mental health of the general population. COVID-19
pandemic has caused setbacks in people’s lives.
The psychological impact of COVID-19 on general
population should be recognized as a public health
priority by health care providers and policy makers
who should urgently adopt strategies through holistic
approach to reduce the burden of mental health
consequences of this pandemic.
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